Metal Recycling Services

Performance
and efficiency
backed by
proven results

Dependable services
Metso has served metal recycling customers for over 100 years,
being a true partner traveling through the times to overcome
challenges and seize new opportunities. Our specialist services
and reliable parts are designed for your recycling needs, to ensure
that you will get the most out of your equipment.
As your services partner, we continuously work to
bring the right technology and solutions to offer
expanded value for your process and secure more
profits for your business. Our global network of
dependable experts and conveniently located offices
are always around, close to your operations locally.

We are focused on designing and building first-class
equipment that gives our customers the highest
availability and minimizes downtime. Through robust
brands like Lindemann™ and Texas Shredder™, Metso
metal recycling will be around for years to come.
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Metso offers a wide range of efficient solutions for
the fragmentation, compaction and separation of
virtually every time of metal scrap. We have a team
of dedicated individuals who develop metal

recycling parts and components. From the raw
materials to the end user, we do not cut corners in
the process of providing reliability to the customer.

Parts Services
Maximizing value
with the right parts at
the right time

Our services
Performance
services

Field services
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Improving performance
of your installed
equipment, as a true
partner
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A dependable
and skilled service team
always around you
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Metso serves scrap yards,
steelworks, automotive,
and non-ferrous metals
industries, all of which rely on
tough, high-quality products
and equipment for scrap
and metal recycling
requirements.
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Parts Services

Maximizing value with the right parts
at the right time
Genuine fit-forpurpose parts
play a key role in
preserving the
efficiency of your
machines and
ensuring the safety
of your staff.

Our metal recycling customers choose Metso for
several reasons. Metso has distribution centers (DCs)
strategically located in regions where our
customers’ operations are concentrated. This helps
ensure quick deliveries as needed. At the DCs, we
work smart to have the right inventory levels
stocked with spare and wear parts. From the
centers, you will find hammers, anvils, grates and
liners and more. This also spans to spare hydraulic
cylinders, electric motors, bearings, and critical
downstream components.
As an OEM supplier, we provide components that
are OEM and fit perfectly in our machines. The
definition of manufacturing tolerance is the
permissible deviation from a specified value of a
structural dimension. Tolerances exist in
engineering because not all parts require precise
dimensions. A higher degree of accuracy and
precision require greater manufacturing cost.
The proper selection of dimension tolerances
helps us to manufacture a reliable part with the
least expense possible. Because only the OEM
owns the original design for the machine, we
know the proper design dimension and tolerances
and are able to deliver the lowest cost for spare
and wear parts without sacrificing quality and
reliability.

Shredder Wear parts, crafted with
extensive metallurgic experience
Metso uses several manganese (MN) grades with
different alloying to suit each casting application
and wear exposure. The XT series covers several MN
grades and some are alloyed with Cr, molybdenum
and other alloying elements. Having specific
chemical formulas for our products allows us to
maximize the life of our castings, but at
competitive pricing.
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Every new casting development is a product of
professional engineering enhanced by state-of theart technology and software.
• Computer-Aided Design (CAD) –
Computer 3D Modeling Inspection
• Computation Fluid Dynamic (CFD) –
Melting Software Simulation

Alloy hammer
Combined with rigorous lean manufacturing
processes at our foundries, Metso’s special heattreated hammer line provides the lowest cost per
ton for our customers. This alloy requires no work
hardening as manganese; so, the shredder will feed
better since the hammer keeps its original shape
from the beginning. This results in a higher
production rate and a longer life.
The alloy also has a higher yield point than
manganese (it deforms less). Consequently, you can
optimize its geometry and use a thicker hammer
that will not jam in your rotor. This gives you a more
powerful striking force, longer life and improves
material breakage for great non-ferrous recovery.

Double staggered bottom grates
Double staggered bottom grates provide optimal
balance of strength, performance and weight
efficiency. The wider profile translates into higher
mechanical strength. As a result, you can push the
geometry and create a greater open area for
increased throughput. With the openings in a
staggered formation, it creates more cutting edges
for non-ferrous liberation. These grates help you get
a lower cost per ton, maximize production and
achieve cost savings in a longer life.

Shredder spares
Having a large inventory is useless if you do not
have access to the right part when you needed
them most. Large inventories are costly and parts
sitting unused, aging, can be a nightmare if not
handled correctly. This is why Metso stocks the

right parts for your needs, reducing your inventory
costs, offering short lead times and your spare
parts will always fit because they are OEM high
quality parts.

Rotors
Metso metal recycling offers an unmatched
selection of shredder rotors for all major shredder
brands on the market. All rotors are backed by a
comprehensive parts program and are designed to
withstand high-performance shredder demands.
Discs Rotors:
High strength abrasion resistant steel alloy plates
are used in our disc rotors. Our end discs share the
replaceable caps seen on spider rotors to reduce
wear. It is the simplest rotor to operate and has few
wear parts to change.
Main disc rotor configurations:
• Heavy-duty disc rotors –
A weld-on rotor that reaches a very long life with
recommended maintenance
• Low maintenance disc rotors –
Discs are designed as wear parts that get replaced
as required in order to minimize in-house 		
maintenance

New Lindur shear blades
The new Lindur shear blades are designed for an
optimized total cost of ownership with a proven
long life, reduced costs and less breakages. Our new
design allows an easier separation of blade pieces
when stuck together, to make dismounting easier
and quicker.

Wear plate sets
Metso scrap shears and scrap balers can process a
wide range of materials. We offer predefined wear
plate sets for normal wear, advanced wear, and
general overhauls of shears and balers. The correct
sets are chosen according to the machine’s state
and are always delivered with all the required fitting
components.
This service will reduce the time and effort you need
to put into managing quotations, ordering and order
checking. The time and resource savings are, of
course, directly translated into monetary savings.
Wear plate set systems are designed to maintain
performance as well as to reduce maintenance costs
and required resources. Depending on the state of
your machine, Metso can help you choose the wear
plate set design that suits your purpose best.

Spider rotors:
• Provides a longer life, typically over 1.5 million tons
• Aggressive rotors for experienced operators
• Handles non-shreddable items better
• Reduces friction between feeding material and
the rotor, which is less load on the main drive
and less wasted KWH
Fully-capped barrel rotors:
• Offers a higher moment of inertia due to the 		
added mass of the protective caps, which helps
in the shredding process
• Wear caps protect the complete rotor, no disc 		
rebuild is required
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Field Services

A dependable and skilled service team
is always around for your needs
Inspections and maintenance

Repairs

When processing metal scrap, you have to contend
with high loads causing stress and also wear. Over
the years, wear and aging causes internal leakages
in valves, pumps, cylinders and motors, resulting in
possible machine failure. If not dealt with properly,
the efficiency and safety of your equipment is at
risk. Issues are not always visible externally, making
specialized expertise and technology crucial.
Metso’s regular inspections offer troubleshooting,
system data and help improve preventive
maintenance planning.

Repair and refurbishment services are available for
all equipment needs including mechanical,
hydraulic and electrical systems. Utilizing our deep
machine knowledge, we offer high quality repairs
and overhauls and assist in the start-up, to ensure
that you are back to full productivity as quickly,
safely and cost-efficiently as possible.

Support reliability and profitability:
• Avoid unexpected downtimes
• Maintain production output and availability
• Ensure the plant’s economic operation
• Early detection of wear, damage and age-related 		
issues
• Maintain reliability and functional safety
• Prevent secondary damages and consequential
cost in case of faults
• Decrease overall maintenance costs

Training
A knowledgeable and well-trained workforce is vital
to ensure optimum equipment operational skills.
Training brings enhanced employee motivation and
higher productivity through better utilization of all
Metso metal recycling equipment features. This
supports proper installation, start-up, operation, and
maintenance of equipment, as well as improved
knowledge of product-related safety and
environmental issues.
Training topics for your needs:
• Machine functions with various operating modes
• Detailed explanation of inspections and 		
maintenance schedules
• Operational training for correct usage and settings
for the most efficient and equipment-friendly use
• Safety-related issues such as machine-specific
lock-out/tag-out procedures
• Detailed training in hydraulic troubleshooting
• General troubleshooting techniques

The experience of our technicians combined with
the utilization of special mobile tools offer ultimate
precision, even on-site. Separately or in coordination
with on-site repair work, overhaul of larger units or
components is expertly executed at our wellequipped Metso Repair Centers. Older machine
data is also available from our comprehensive
database.

Your team does not
have to go it alone
with Metso as your
partner. Our field
services are designed
to offer you tailored
support.

A wide range of repairs:
• Overhaul of complete machines
• Blade seat milling of scrap shears
• Adjustment of compactors and blade slides
• Exchange of wear parts, shredder rotors and rotor
bearings
• Sealing of hydraulic cylinders and manifolds
• Exchange of hydraulic components
• Replacement or retrofit of electronic
components

Troubleshooting
Getting you back to full production is our top
priority. Metso’s troubleshooting experts are
equipped with long-standing experience, technical
skills, troubleshooting competencies and
comprehensive equipment drawings and diagrams.
Support is available anytime and anywhere via
phone, remote access or a technician at your site.
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Performance Services

Your partner for enhancing equipment
performance through the best practices
Upgrades
When you make
an investment into
the future of your
equipment, you want
to be sure that you
get a speedy return.

There are many reasons to upgrade your equipment,
ranging from higher safety, improved usability,
enhanced performance and life-cycle, easier
maintenance, or all of the above. With Metso metal
recycling, you will find a reliable partner to help you
add more value to your metal recycling operations.
Metso Shredder Autopilot
Maximize your shredder motor efficiency and
improve production capacity, while maintaining
shred density. Metso has developed specific
autopilot set points per machine and material type.
Metso Autopilot takes the guesswork out of the
decision making process of controlling material flow
into the shredder. This reduces motor load spikes,
regulates motor speed control, and moderates
hydraulic control to maximize your production rate.
Ultimately, the goal is to be cost-effective with power
demand, increase uptime and avoid downtime
associated with overloading the mill.
Metso shredder dust protection
Metso provides innovative dust suppression
technology for metal shredders. Metal recycling
often generates a lot of dust, in addition to metals,
cars are also made of textiles and plastic materials
that crumble quickly and cause the typical shredder
fog. This innovative solution utilizes a fine spray mist
to catch dust particles, controlling the particulate
matter right at the source.
Benefits:
• Easy installation
• Up to 50% lower emissions
• Significant reduction of blue smoke
• Up to 80% less diffuse dust near the shredder line
• Sustained dust suppression over time
• Minimized explosion risk during shredding
• Lower landfill costs as shredder light fraction
does not get wet (compared to ordinary
water injection)
Hydraulic pump upgrades
As technology advances, product life-cycles are
getting smaller and smaller. While at the same time,
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the service life of your equipment outlasts these
components significantly. The replacement of
obsolete pumps eliminates spare parts bottlenecks
in case of failure and also improves the productivity
of your equipment productivity. Upgrades that are
made pro-actively before failure can help safeguard
your equipment.
New remote control with display
A wireless remote control, with display linked to the
existing control unit, enables the machine to be
operated by just a single operator, reducing
operational costs. The remote control equipped with
the display enables the operator to receive messages
or warnings from the control unit even if they are
away from the panel. The solution can reduce the
need for and costs of a machine control cabin.
PLC upgrade
Lack of availability of old control components can
increase the risk of production loss and extend
downtime, if parts fail. This upgrade safeguards
your process and provides new features to improve
machine operation and efficiency. The additional
wireless remote control also reduces costs by
operating with just a single operator and updated
electrics improve reliability of the equipment.

Metso CARES
Metso CARES is a condition analysis and reporting
system for your Metso metal recycling scrap shears.
This provides a live view on comprehensive
equipment data through a secure website login. You
also receive regular reports about performance,
efficiency, equipment condition and KPIs.
Get to know your equipment better:
• Access to operating hours, production data and 		
technical information
• Overview of actual machine status
• Optimize your equipment and maximize 		
productivity with machine utilization and excessive
idle reports
• Machine-specific reports highlight how each 		
machine is used and operators’ efficiency
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23

Sales and
services centers

50

Field service
technicians
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Metso
Foundries

We are where our
customers are
Distribution centers and
inventory locations
Sales and services offices
and authorized partners
Foundries operated
by Metso

From the metal up –

Designed with quality
for real-world performance
Metso has its own foundries to design and supply
castings for mining and metal recycling. As the
machine OEM and foundry producer, we know
about the metal wear behavior and have longstanding experience in metal recycling and
shredding processes.
This provides us the opportunity to develop
weight-efficient castings that will maximize lifetime
wear and reduce the throw-away ratio of worn
parts. Metso stands behind each casting delivered,
since it was designed and poured in-house.
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Exacting controls help us maximize
our efficiency:
• ISO 9001 compliant
• Qualified inspectors for NDE according to SNT-TC-1A
• Qualified welders according to ASTM A488 ASME
• ISO 14001 Environmental Management System

Excellence is built over time
Get the most out of your equipment from
Metso’s unmatched expertise in converting the
complex requirements of different applications
into plant concepts that ensure trouble-free
production and the best possible results.

Belgian Scrap Terminal

Large overhaul to keep
operations running smoothly
Belgian Scrap Terminal (BST) has depended
on Metso’s high-quality equipment and
expertise in their scrap recycling operations
for decades. In order to enhance operations,
BST decided that it was time to overhaul a
Metso LindemannTM 1,250 ton scrap shear.
Challenge
Improving the efficiency of the scrap shear,
which was installed in 1993

Solution
Comprehensive overhaul maintenance of the scrap shear

Results
Lifetime of the scrap shear increased by 20 years

metso.com/showroom/recycling/
recycling-never-stops-backto-full-productivity-after-anoverhaul-project
metso.com/showroom
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The Metso Way –
Making the big difference to our customers
Everything we do is based on deep industry knowledge
and expertise that makes the big difference to our
customers. Decades of close customer collaboration
and adapting to our customers’ ever changing needs
have transformed us into a knowledge company.

Metso Inc.,
metso.com/industries/recycling/services-for-metal-and-waste-recycling
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Through our knowledge and experience, we work with
our recycling customers to create solutions that enable
them to attain their objectives. We call this The Metso
Way, which focuses on creating value to our customers.
The Metso Way is built upon knowledge, people
and solutions.

